The latest SIGNPOSTING
TECHNOLOGIES
on the ROAD

Sontrafic. S.L. was founded in 2003 by a group oftentrepreneurs with an extensive experience in teh technology
industry, with teh visión to innovate the área of road traffic signs.
Our early works started from our client’s clear need to develop a more competitive solution to the existing market. We develop
Traffic lights with LED technology, ranging from the traditional traffic light bodies to LED VANGUAR optical modules with new
body design traffic light and the development of a new body design traffic lights with a more consistent aesthetic line with new
technologies, more stylish, functional, lightweight and durable, providing signaling results in an urban high aesthetic with high
quality materials.
A line of sturdy, stylish, and lightweight design, that ensures durability in adverse weather conditions.

OUR COMPANY SPECIALIZES IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION OF TECHNOLOGIES, taking into account the
design of systems and equipment solutions for urban and road information.
Our success is based on a commitment for innovation on the experience and technological skills of our company, mastering our
chain of high values: design, development, production, maintenance and updating the products and systems offered.
The company is focused on TWO BASED ACTIVITIES.
URBAN TRAFFIC LIGHTS AND EQUIPMENT

(LED optics, ST Traffic Light, Traffic Light
VANGUARD, SOLAR Beacons, Light Lines.

PUBLIC INQUIRIES
(Electronic information systems, variable message
signs signage).

For each of these markets, Sontraﬁc, SL meets the necessary knowledge to meet the most demanding
projects. Continuously and steadily, the company is committed to developing and improving its products,
technologies and equipment.

In SONTRAFIC we want:

Our Mission:

Continuously develop our distinctive features that
ensure a sustained competitive advantage nationally
and internationally, to ensure our continued
leadership in Spain and compete on equal terms in
the global market.

- Ensure customer satisfaction by providing cutting-edge
products and services appropriate to their needs,
exceeding expectations and adding value.

SONTRAFIC, leads its offer to customer’s high demand
on medium and large size projects whose complexity of
the solutions is grounded in years of experience,
technology, and specialized human resources.

- Maintain a creative and innovative attitude, with
continuous technological updating, qualification and
continuous training of its human resources as essential
to success in the present and in the future base.
- Comply with legal requirements and all other applicable
on the environment and with its partners, actively
preventing occupational and environmental risks;

The high level of service that provides SONTRAFIC that allows us to respond with skills and flexibility to the challenges set
by customers is based on the innovative spirit, determination and constant motivation of a highly experienced, qualified
team and lifelong learning.
From its origins, its products and solutions are based on own Research & Development (R & DI).
What makes us stand in our market is the high technological level of service that we are able to offer allowing us to respond
to the various challenges and demands facing us.
We are:
- Innovative. (Continued investment in R & DI);
- Solid. More than 10 years of experience;
- Flexible. Ability to develop any customized solution and customer needs.Flexibles.

These experiences have allowed us to advance in the Spanish market for ITS systems offering our customers a
wide range of technology solutions with a portfolio where we also included the bodies of traffic lights, the roads
marking and signage in steel or aluminum.
Recently we have incorporated the most modern systems of variable information on LED technology. (VMS) Variable
Message Signs.
This incorporation is the result of our partnership with one of the leading manufacturers in the international market in the
field of variable message road with extensive experience in the sector, with installations in Spain, Germany, Austria, Poland,
Greece, Denmark, etc
Countries with a strong demand for quality standards and certifications to meet: European Standard EN 12966, CE Marked,
PNE.199055.1 (PMV-DGT), PNE.199055.2 (DGT Protocol) in Spain, all mandatory

www.sontrafic.com
We are at your complete disposal for any query:
Phone: +34 93 7185978
info@sontrafic.com

